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Notebook
Southwire: New Overhead
Conductor for Extreme Ice
Southwire, Carrollton, GA, USA,
offers a new high-quality, highstrength, cost-effective overhead
conductor with significant performance advantages. Designed to
handle extreme ice loads (over 1"
thick around the conductor), Max
Ice™ overhead conductors sag
less under heavy ice loads. This
saves money, as support structures don’t need to be as tall.

Max Ice is also rugged to save
utilities on downtime and repair
costs following storm events.
www.southwire.com

LS Cable wins southeast Asia
submarine cable contract
LS Cable & System has won
a contract to export submarine
cables worth KRW 62 billion from
Singapore PowerGrid (SPPG).
This is the first time a Korean
cablemaker will export extrahigh-voltage (EHV) submarine
cables to southeast Asia. LS Cable will connect a 1.5 km offshore
section between Woodlands
New Town in the northern part
of Singapore with Johor Baharu
in the southern part of Malaysia.
www.lscable.com
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Comtran: Fire Rated Cables Achieve “Free Air Rating”

VITALink® 2 Hour Fire Rated Circuit
Integrity cables from Comtran Cable,
Attleboro, MA, USA, are the first to
achieve the CI Free Air Rating.
According to Comtran, these VITALink
cables are classified as both CI/CIC,
meaning the same cable can be used
with or without conduit, making the
cables the most versatile circuit integrity cables on the market. They offer
a conduit-free solution for riser and
horizontal installations, meaning no
fill restrictions.
VITALink 2 Hour Fire Rated Circuit Integrity cables save money, time, space
and labor, and are also wet rated and
sunlight resistant. No special tools,
termination kits or training is required
for installation (installs per NEC code).
Comtran VITALink 2 Hour Fire Resistive CI/CIC cables will protect critical
systems under the harshest conditions. These cables are vital in life
safety applications in hospitals, high-

Xue Jiping, Director of ZTT Group
entrusted Ye Zhifeng, GM at ZTT
Indonesia with felicitating its ground
breaking and gratitude
to all the guests’ support and help during the preparation to construct ZTT Indonesia.
Since ZTT entered into the Indonesian market in 2006, it has
achieved recognition and trust for
its excellent products and brand
effects. Establishing a plant in Indonesia consolidates and expands
the ZTT brand in Indonesian and
surrounding countries.
The ZTT Group supplies and installs products for telecom, power,
renewable energy and oil and gas.
www.zttcable.com

rise buildings, government buildings,
airports and stadiums/arenas where
evacuation times are beyond the capabilities of standard fire alarm cabling
or when partial evacuation is required.
www.comtrancorp.com

project will allow Liban Cables to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by 750 tons per year.
Also, further to an agreement
between Nexans and Viscas shareholders, the NVC Joint Venture
is now a 100% Nexans-owned
company.
www.nexans.com

Corning declares dividend
The Board of Directors of Corning Incorporated,
Corning, NY, USA,
has recently declared a quarterly
dividend of US$0.155 per share on
Corning Incorporated’s common
stock.
The dividend will be payable on
September 29, 2017, to sharehold-

Nexans: Solar energy at cable
plant; NVC JV now 100% owned
As part of its contribution to energy transition, Nexans, headquartered in Paris, France,
recently inaugurated
a new 600 kW peak solar power
system at its Liban Cables Naher
Ibrahim industrial facility North of
Beirut, Lebanon. This solar power
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